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EU sees Germany keeping budget 
surplus, Italy’s debt to shoot up

Eurozone fiscal stance to remain neutral despite slowdown
BRUSSELS: The eurozone will restrain spend-
ing under draft budget plans submitted by the
bloc’s governments, the European Commission
forecast yesterday, despite calls to counter a
worsening economic slowdown. In its quarterly
economic forecasts, Brussels said Germany, the
largest economy in the 19-country bloc, would
keep a budget surplus at least until 2021, al-
though the surplus would narrow.

High-debt countries would keep spending,
despite recommendations for thriftiness. France’s
deficit would be above the EU ceiling this year
and Italy’s debt would grow to nearly 140 per-
cent of output, the Commission predicted. De-
spite a worsening growth outlook, Germany is
set to maintain a large budget surplus this year
at 1.2 percent of its gross domestic product
(GDP). The surplus will narrow to 0.6 percent of
GDP next year, and 0.2 percent in 2021, the
Commission forecast.

The Netherlands, another euro zone state
that could spend more, is set for a surplus of 1.5
percent of output this year, 0.5 percent next and
0.4 percent in 2021.

EU economics commissioner Pierre
Moscovici praised the reduction of budget sur-
pluses but said more could be done. With
economies weakening, he said it was probably
time to change tack in the bloc’s fiscal policy,
which has so far focused on cutting deficits in-
stead of boosting growth.

“When it starts to get cold, it is perhaps the

moment to turn up the heating,” Moscovici told
a news conference.

Debts
High-debt countries are expected to run

large budget deficits, despite EU recommenda-
tions to control their spending. That could step
up economic divergence within the euro cur-
rency area and increase criticism against EU fis-
cal rules that have failed to address imbalances
and are perceived by many as too strict.
Moscovici, a French socialist politician, urged
EU states to reconsider fiscal rules that were
hastily tightened nearly a decade ago during the
bloc’s debt crisis. The Commission is reviewing
those regulations.

Italy, which has the largest debt in absolute
terms in the European Union, is to increase its
debt burden to 136.2 percent of GDP this year.
It would continue rising to 136.8 percent next
year and to 137.4 percent in 2021, the Commis-
sion says. The EU executive’s forecasts diverge
from the Italian government’s estimates. Rome
expects the debt to go down next year to 135.2
percent of output and to keep falling in 2021.
Countries with a debt above 60 percent of GDP
are required gradually to reduce it, under EU
fiscal rules.

The EU executive also forecast Italy’s struc-
tural deficit, which excludes one-off expendi-
tures and revenues and is key in the
Commission’s assessment of compliance with EU

fiscal rules, to worsen to 2.2 percent of GDP this
year and 2.5 percent in 2020, contrary to rules
dictating it should improve.

However, Moscovici said the Commission was
not considering at this stage opening a discipli-
nary procedure against Italy over the country’s
planned budget. The EU executive is expected
to publish its assessment of eurozone states’
budgets on Nov. 20. Last year, a prolonged row
over the budget proposed by the former eu-
rosceptic Italian government rattled markets and

forced Rome to change it.
France, which has a debt close to 100 percent

of output, is also spending more this year and is
expected to raise its budget deficit to 3.1 percent
of GDP, the Commission estimates, above the
EU’s 3.0 percent ceiling. A one-off cut in em-
ployers’ social contributions increased last year’s
deficit by 0.3 percentage point, the Commission
estimated. France’s deficit is forecast to fall to 2.2
percent next year and remain at that level in
2021, the Commission said. — Reuters 

BRUSSELS: European Commissioner for Economic and Financial Affairs, Taxation and Customs Pierre
Moscovici poses during a press conference presenting the Autumn 2019 European Economic Fore-
cast in Brussels yesterday. — AFP

Siemens meets 
2019 goals but 
warns of ‘risks’ 
BERLIN: German industrial behemoth
Siemens yesterday reported a drop in an-
nual net profits but said it had met its tar-
gets, and warned that geopolitical risks
and a cooling economy would weigh on its
performance in 2020. The group-which
makes products from wind turbines to
trains and medical scanners-booked a net
profit of 5.6 billion euros ($6.2 billion) in
its 2018/2019 fiscal year, down nearly
eight percent on the previous year.

The group mainly blamed accounting
effects, noting that it had benefited last
year from selling its shares in IT services
firm Atos and lightbulb maker Osram. Op-
erating profit climbed slightly to 8.9 billion
euros, thanks to a jump in large orders.
Revenues added 5.0 percent to hit 86.8
billion euros.

“The weakening of the global economy
accelerated clearly during fiscal 2019,”
CEO Joe Kaeser said in a statement.  Nev-
ertheless, “we fully achieved our fiscal-
year guidance in all aspects”, he added.

The company said it had seen an uptick
in orders across most of its divisions, in-

cluding an order for a large gas power
plant in France and strong demand for its
medical imagery machines.

Siemens’ factory automation division,
however, suffered a drop in demand in
the final months of the year, as it felt the
pinch from the global slowdown in the
car and machine-building industries.
Looking ahead to its 2019/2020 fiscal

year, Siemens said it expected “to again
achieve moderate growth” in revenues
despite a “subdued” global economic
outlook. Given the “risks particularly re-
lated to geopolitical and geoeconomic
uncertainties”, Siemens added that it was
bracing for “a moderate decline” in mar-
ket volume in the auto and factory
equipment industry. —AFP 

German industrial 
production 
tumbles in Sept
FRANKFURT: German industrial production slumped in
September, official data showed yesterday, dashing hopes
of a quick rebound and adding to the gloom over Europe’s
powerhouse economy.

Industrial output dropped by 0.6 percent month-on-
month, federal statistics authority Destatis said, wiping out
August’s gain of 0.4 percent. Analysts surveyed by Factset
had expected a smaller dip of 0.4 percent in September.
Manufacturing firms fared worst, seeing a drop of 1.3 per-
cent, in the latest sign of weakness among Germany’s ex-
port-oriented companies.

The figures come a day after a surprise jump in German
industrial orders offered a glimmer of hope in a country
that is only narrowly expected to avoid tipping into reces-
sion this year.

“Today’s industrial production data shows that any op-
timism on the outlook for German industry is premature,”
said ING Diba bank analyst Carsten Brzeski. “Even in case
of some easing of the current trade conflicts and an end to
the Brexit uncertainty, it will probably take until the first
quarter of next year to see a significant rebound of German
industry.” The only bright spot in the data came from a
strong rebound in the construction sector where output
was up 1.8 percent. — AFP

MUNICH: The CEO of German industrial giant Siemens Joe Kaeser (R) and CFO Ralf
Thomas leave after the company’s annual results press conference in Munich, southern
Germany, yesterday. — AFP


